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this new edition includes numerous printed sanskrit texts
and works and three indian journeys the author had
undertaken all the words are arranged etymologically and
philologically with special reference to cognate indo
european languages the present dictionary is designed to
meet the long felt need of the english knowing reader who is
interested in the study of classical as well as modern sanskrit
it covers a very large field epics such as the ramayana and
mahabharata puranas and upapuranas smrti and niti
literature darsanas or systems of philosophy such as nyaya
vedanta mimamsa sankhya and yoga grammar rhetoric
poetry in all its branches dramatic and narrative literature
mathematics medicine botany astronomy music and other
technical or scientific branches of learning thus it embraces
all words occurring in the general post vedic literature it
includes most of the important terms in grammar it gives
quotations and references to the peculiar and remarkable
meaning of words especially such as occur in books
prescribed for study in the indian and foreign universities it
also renders explanation of important technical terms
occurring in different branches of sanskrit learning to add to
its usefulness this invaluable classic serves far too well the
needs of researchers and lovers of sanskrit it includes well
over 180000 words the present dictionary is designed to
meet the long felt need of the english knowing reader who is
interested in the study of classical as well as modern sanskrit
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it covers a very large field epics such as the ramayana and
mahabharata puranas and upapuranas smrti and niti
literature darsanas or systems of philosophy such as nyaya
vedanta mimamsa sankhya and yoga grammar rhetoric
poetry in all its branches dramatic and narrative literature
mathematics medicine botany astronomy music and other
technical or scientific branches of learning thus it embraces
all words occurring in the general post vedic literature it
includes most of the important terms in grammar it gives
quotations and references to the peculiar and remarkable
meanings of words especially such as occur in books
prescribed for study in the indian and foreign universities it
also renders an explanation of important technical terms
occurring in different branches of sanskrit learning to add to
its usefulness the work includes three appendices there are
in existence no doubt excellent sanskrit english dictionaries
compiled by eminent scholars like monier williams h h wilson
v s apte and l r vaidya but their bulkiness and cost prohibit a
large number of users from enjoying an advantage so
necessary in their study of sanskrit there is therefore a
crying need for one which supplies everything required by an
average reader and which is at the same time characterized
by brevity and cheapness the present compilation is
intended to serve this purpose the author in this handy work
has kept out sanskrit words that are less commonly used and
has tried to avoid all technicalities as well as words that can
easily be seen as simple derivatives of some given words
thus he has been able to reduce the bulk of the dictionary
without compromising its usefulness the great development
of the study of sanskrit during the later half of the 19th
century has necessitated a reverse dictionary for all those
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scholars who devoted themselves to the social religious and
intellectual study of india and indians realising this the
author set ot work upon planning this dictionary 1843 51
basing primarily on amarkosa riddle s english latin dictionary
prof wilson s sanskrit english dictionary the marathi
dictionary of captain molesworth in addition to the code of
manu works of kalidasa ramayana and mahabharata with the
collaboration of other scholars this dictionary has been
undertaken to supply a want long felt by the student f a
complete and at the same time cheap sanskrit english
dictionary very little need i think be said with regard to the
necessity of bringing out a work like this when the study of
sanskrit has received such a strong impetus during the last
twenty five years there have been four or five sanskrit
english dictionaries published till now but very few of them
fulfil the two essential conditions of the popularity and
usefulness of such works satisfying all the requirements of
students and at the same time being within their easy reach
the dictionaries of professors wilson and monier williams are
very useful and valuable works but their prices particularly of
the latter are prohibitively high and they do not also meet
many of the most ordinary wants of sanskrit readers a
student while reading sanskrit at school or college generally
expects that the dictionary which he uses will give will give
appropriate equivalents for such words and compound
expressions as may have peculiar meanings or shades of
meaning in particular passages reprint of the original first
published in 1856 excerpt from a sanskrit english dictionary
with references to the best editions of sanskrit authors and
etymologies and comparisons of cognate words chiefly in
greek latin gothic and anglo saxon as sanskrit is also of the
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greatest use in the study of comparative grammar i have
added at the end of the principal articles the kindred words
in the greek latin and german particularly the gothic and
anglo saxon languages about the publisher forgotten books
publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books
find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction
of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of
the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work
preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections
present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the
original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated
in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical
works this book is an ideal resource for english speaking
people who want to learn sanskrit it provides a systematic
teaching and self learning tool to help readers read write
understand and speak sanskrit with clear explanations and
examples this book is perfect for anyone looking to learn the
language sanskrit for english speaking people a systematic
teaching and self learning tool to read write understand and
speak sanskrit by ratnakar narale embark on a systematic
and comprehensive journey of learning sanskrit with sanskrit
for english speaking people by ratnakar narale this book
serves as a valuable resource for individuals seeking to learn
the sanskrit language from understanding sanskrit grammar
and expanding vocabulary to developing proficiency in
speaking and writing this self learning tool provides step by
step guidance explore the beauty of sanskrit literature delve
into its cultural and traditional aspects and develop a deep
appreciation for the language whether you are a beginner or
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looking to enhance your existing knowledge this book is a
valuable companion on your sanskrit learning journey
sanskrit for english speaking people a systematic teaching
and self learning tool to read write understand and speak
sanskrit by ratnakar narale sanskrit language learning
sanskrit grammar sanskrit vocabulary sanskrit self study
sanskrit speaking sanskrit writing sanskrit pronunciation
sanskrit literature sanskrit culture sanskrit traditions excerpt
from a sanskrit english dictionary based upon the st
petersburg lexicons with regard to the contents and
arrangement of this book i have but little to add at first sight
it appears to be nothing but a list of sanskrit words put in
alphabetical order and confronted with their english
equivalents such a compilation little as it may seem would be
much if it were made with the correctness and accuracy
required by the matter whether i have succeeded in attaining
this aim and rendering my book at leastfrom this point of
view useful to the class of readers for which it is destined
actual experience must show i hope however it will be
acknowledged that i have always endeavoured not only to
put together words with words but also to give the full devel
opment and connection of meanings from their first radical
origin up to the various ramifications which appear in the
texts enumerated above or are of universal interest here we
must of course distinguish between the old simple words and
the compara tively younger derivatives and compounds
which generally are easy and transparent enough to admit of
an insight into their origin and growth even by the help of a
simple translation this is also the reason why i abstained
from giving a formal analysis of words such as would in each
individual case trace the compound back to its constituent
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parts and the simple word to its root or stem in the first place
nine tenth of all cases are so clear in themselves that even
for the beginner if he only has worked his way through the
eupltonic rules and the elements of word formation they
need no explanation whatever the last tenth on the other
hand offers numerous difficulties which it would be
impossible to remove without altogether changing the
elementary character of this book there are moreover two
excellent guides through this domain of studies whitney s
roots and lanman s reader of which the one furnishes ample
material for sanskrit and the other for comparative
etymology so that a book which in a certain degree is
intended to be a completion or continuation of both may well
be for the most part restricted to purely lexicographic matter
about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of
thousands of rare and classic books find more at
forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an
important historical work forgotten books uses state of the
art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving
the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in
the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original
such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our
edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical
works the present dictionary is a practical exercise in word
compilation to facilitate the study of sanskrit language based
on webster s complete english dictionary it includes general
terms of all sciences and such technical terms as could be
duly represented by sanskrit equivalents actually existing in
that language besides the general vocabulary quotations
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from the works of famous authors have been inserted to
render the connotation of a world easily intelligible it is also
designed to help scholars translate any passage from english
into sanskrit offers a compact reference for beginning and
intermediate level students of sanskrit the ancient literary
language of india and the sacred language of the hindu
religion sanskrit non translatables is a path breaking and
audacious attempt at sanskritizing the english language and
enriching it with powerful sanskrit words it continues the
original and innovative idea of nontranslatability of sanskrit
first introduced in the book being different for english
readers this should be the starting point of the movement to
resist the digestion of sanskrit into english by introducing
loanwords into their english vocabulary without translation
the book presents a thorough mechanism of the process of
digestion and examines the loss of adhikara for sanskrit
because of translating its core ideas into english the
movement launched by this book will resist this and stop the
programs that seek to turn sanskrit into a dead language by
translating all its treasures to render it redundant it
discusses fifty four non translatables across various genres
that are being commonly mistranslated it empowers english
speakers with the knowledge and arguments to introduce
these sanskrit words into their daily speech with confidence
every lover of india s sanskriti will benefit from the book and
become a cultural ambassador propagating it through
routine communications
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A Sanskrit-English Dictionary ...
1866

this new edition includes numerous printed sanskrit texts
and works and three indian journeys the author had
undertaken all the words are arranged etymologically and
philologically with special reference to cognate indo
european languages

A Sanskrit-English Dictionary
1872

the present dictionary is designed to meet the long felt need
of the english knowing reader who is interested in the study
of classical as well as modern sanskrit it covers a very large
field epics such as the ramayana and mahabharata puranas
and upapuranas smrti and niti literature darsanas or systems
of philosophy such as nyaya vedanta mimamsa sankhya and
yoga grammar rhetoric poetry in all its branches dramatic
and narrative literature mathematics medicine botany
astronomy music and other technical or scientific branches
of learning thus it embraces all words occurring in the
general post vedic literature it includes most of the
important terms in grammar it gives quotations and
references to the peculiar and remarkable meaning of words
especially such as occur in books prescribed for study in the
indian and foreign universities it also renders explanation of
important technical terms occurring in different branches of
sanskrit learning to add to its usefulness
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A Sanskrit-English Dictionary
1872

this invaluable classic serves far too well the needs of
researchers and lovers of sanskrit it includes well over
180000 words

A Sanskrit-English Dictionary
1899

the present dictionary is designed to meet the long felt need
of the english knowing reader who is interested in the study
of classical as well as modern sanskrit it covers a very large
field epics such as the ramayana and mahabharata puranas
and upapuranas smrti and niti literature darsanas or systems
of philosophy such as nyaya vedanta mimamsa sankhya and
yoga grammar rhetoric poetry in all its branches dramatic
and narrative literature mathematics medicine botany
astronomy music and other technical or scientific branches
of learning thus it embraces all words occurring in the
general post vedic literature it includes most of the
important terms in grammar it gives quotations and
references to the peculiar and remarkable meanings of
words especially such as occur in books prescribed for study
in the indian and foreign universities it also renders an
explanation of important technical terms occurring in
different branches of sanskrit learning to add to its
usefulness the work includes three appendices there are in
existence no doubt excellent sanskrit english dictionaries
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compiled by eminent scholars like monier williams h h wilson
v s apte and l r vaidya but their bulkiness and cost prohibit a
large number of users from enjoying an advantage so
necessary in their study of sanskrit there is therefore a
crying need for one which supplies everything required by an
average reader and which is at the same time characterized
by brevity and cheapness the present compilation is
intended to serve this purpose the author in this handy work
has kept out sanskrit words that are less commonly used and
has tried to avoid all technicalities as well as words that can
easily be seen as simple derivatives of some given words
thus he has been able to reduce the bulk of the dictionary
without compromising its usefulness

The Student's Sanskrit-English
Dictionary
1988

the great development of the study of sanskrit during the
later half of the 19th century has necessitated a reverse
dictionary for all those scholars who devoted themselves to
the social religious and intellectual study of india and indians
realising this the author set ot work upon planning this
dictionary 1843 51 basing primarily on amarkosa riddle s
english latin dictionary prof wilson s sanskrit english
dictionary the marathi dictionary of captain molesworth in
addition to the code of manu works of kalidasa ramayana
and mahabharata with the collaboration of other scholars
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A Sanskrit-English Dictionary
1891

this dictionary has been undertaken to supply a want long
felt by the student f a complete and at the same time cheap
sanskrit english dictionary very little need i think be said with
regard to the necessity of bringing out a work like this when
the study of sanskrit has received such a strong impetus
during the last twenty five years there have been four or five
sanskrit english dictionaries published till now but very few
of them fulfil the two essential conditions of the popularity
and usefulness of such works satisfying all the requirements
of students and at the same time being within their easy
reach the dictionaries of professors wilson and monier
williams are very useful and valuable works but their prices
particularly of the latter are prohibitively high and they do
not also meet many of the most ordinary wants of sanskrit
readers a student while reading sanskrit at school or college
generally expects that the dictionary which he uses will give
will give appropriate equivalents for such words and
compound expressions as may have peculiar meanings or
shades of meaning in particular passages

A Sanskrit-English Dictionary
1899

reprint of the original first published in 1856
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The Concise Sanskrit-English
Dictionary
2014-01-01

excerpt from a sanskrit english dictionary with references to
the best editions of sanskrit authors and etymologies and
comparisons of cognate words chiefly in greek latin gothic
and anglo saxon as sanskrit is also of the greatest use in the
study of comparative grammar i have added at the end of
the principal articles the kindred words in the greek latin and
german particularly the gothic and anglo saxon languages
about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of
thousands of rare and classic books find more at
forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an
important historical work forgotten books uses state of the
art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving
the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in
the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original
such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our
edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical
works

A Dictionary English and Sanskrit
1976

this book is an ideal resource for english speaking people
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who want to learn sanskrit it provides a systematic teaching
and self learning tool to help readers read write understand
and speak sanskrit with clear explanations and examples this
book is perfect for anyone looking to learn the language
sanskrit for english speaking people a systematic teaching
and self learning tool to read write understand and speak
sanskrit by ratnakar narale embark on a systematic and
comprehensive journey of learning sanskrit with sanskrit for
english speaking people by ratnakar narale this book serves
as a valuable resource for individuals seeking to learn the
sanskrit language from understanding sanskrit grammar and
expanding vocabulary to developing proficiency in speaking
and writing this self learning tool provides step by step
guidance explore the beauty of sanskrit literature delve into
its cultural and traditional aspects and develop a deep
appreciation for the language whether you are a beginner or
looking to enhance your existing knowledge this book is a
valuable companion on your sanskrit learning journey
sanskrit for english speaking people a systematic teaching
and self learning tool to read write understand and speak
sanskrit by ratnakar narale sanskrit language learning
sanskrit grammar sanskrit vocabulary sanskrit self study
sanskrit speaking sanskrit writing sanskrit pronunciation
sanskrit literature sanskrit culture sanskrit traditions

The Student's English-Sanskrit
Dictionary
1893

excerpt from a sanskrit english dictionary based upon the st
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petersburg lexicons with regard to the contents and
arrangement of this book i have but little to add at first sight
it appears to be nothing but a list of sanskrit words put in
alphabetical order and confronted with their english
equivalents such a compilation little as it may seem would be
much if it were made with the correctness and accuracy
required by the matter whether i have succeeded in attaining
this aim and rendering my book at leastfrom this point of
view useful to the class of readers for which it is destined
actual experience must show i hope however it will be
acknowledged that i have always endeavoured not only to
put together words with words but also to give the full devel
opment and connection of meanings from their first radical
origin up to the various ramifications which appear in the
texts enumerated above or are of universal interest here we
must of course distinguish between the old simple words and
the compara tively younger derivatives and compounds
which generally are easy and transparent enough to admit of
an insight into their origin and growth even by the help of a
simple translation this is also the reason why i abstained
from giving a formal analysis of words such as would in each
individual case trace the compound back to its constituent
parts and the simple word to its root or stem in the first place
nine tenth of all cases are so clear in themselves that even
for the beginner if he only has worked his way through the
eupltonic rules and the elements of word formation they
need no explanation whatever the last tenth on the other
hand offers numerous difficulties which it would be
impossible to remove without altogether changing the
elementary character of this book there are moreover two
excellent guides through this domain of studies whitney s
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roots and lanman s reader of which the one furnishes ample
material for sanskrit and the other for comparative
etymology so that a book which in a certain degree is
intended to be a completion or continuation of both may well
be for the most part restricted to purely lexicographic matter
about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of
thousands of rare and classic books find more at
forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an
important historical work forgotten books uses state of the
art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving
the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in
the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original
such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our
edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical
works

A Sanskrit-English Dictionary
1951

the present dictionary is a practical exercise in word
compilation to facilitate the study of sanskrit language based
on webster s complete english dictionary it includes general
terms of all sciences and such technical terms as could be
duly represented by sanskrit equivalents actually existing in
that language besides the general vocabulary quotations
from the works of famous authors have been inserted to
render the connotation of a world easily intelligible it is also
designed to help scholars translate any passage from english
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into sanskrit

The Practical Sanskrit-English
Dictionary
1958

offers a compact reference for beginning and intermediate
level students of sanskrit the ancient literary language of
india and the sacred language of the hindu religion

The Practical Sanskrit-English
Dictionary
1998

sanskrit non translatables is a path breaking and audacious
attempt at sanskritizing the english language and enriching it
with powerful sanskrit words it continues the original and
innovative idea of nontranslatability of sanskrit first
introduced in the book being different for english readers this
should be the starting point of the movement to resist the
digestion of sanskrit into english by introducing loanwords
into their english vocabulary without translation the book
presents a thorough mechanism of the process of digestion
and examines the loss of adhikara for sanskrit because of
translating its core ideas into english the movement
launched by this book will resist this and stop the programs
that seek to turn sanskrit into a dead language by translating
all its treasures to render it redundant it discusses fifty four
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non translatables across various genres that are being
commonly mistranslated it empowers english speakers with
the knowledge and arguments to introduce these sanskrit
words into their daily speech with confidence every lover of
india s sanskriti will benefit from the book and become a
cultural ambassador propagating it through routine
communications

A Dictionary, Sanskrit and English
2023-11-23

Sanskrit-English Dictionary
2003-03-01

A Dictionary, Sanskrit and English
1856

The Practical Sanskrit-English
Dictionary
1890
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A Sanskrit-English Dictionary
2017-11-24

Sanskrit-english Dictionary
2009

A Sanskrit-English Dictionary
1866

A Sanskrit-English Dictionary
1970

Sanskrit-English Dictionary
1998

SANSKRIT-ENGLISH DICTIONARY
2018
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A Dictionary, Sanskrit and English
1856

Sanskrit for English Speaking
People: A Systematic Teaching and
Self-learning Tool to Read, Write,
Understand and Speak Sanskrit
2004-01-01

A Sanskrit-English Dictionary, with
References to the Best Editions of
Sanskrit Authors and Etymologies
and Comparisons of Cognate Words
Chiefly in Greek, Latin, Gothic, and
Anglo-Saxon
1866

A Sanskrit-English Dictionary
2017-07-18
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The Students's English Sanskrit
Dictionary
2020-12

Sanskrit-English Dictionary
1982

A Sanskrit-English Dictionary
1860

A Sanskrit-English dictionary.
(Facs.).
1888

English-Sanskrit Dictionary
1976
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A Sanskrit-English Dictionary
Etymologically and Philologically
Arranged with Special Reference to
Cognate Indo-European Languages
2006

Sanskrit-English Concise Dictionary
1996

The Student's English-Sanskrit
Dictionary
1893

The Standard Sanskrit-English
Dictionary
1889

A dictionary of Sanskrit-English
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technical terms
2011

Sanskrit Non-Translatables
2018

A English Sanskrit Dictionary
1976

English-Sanskrit Dictionary
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